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EVENTFUL TIMES
The IAA 2019 in Frankfurt is just
around the corner, and this in quite
stormy times for the automobile
industry. More than ever, the focus is
on climate change and hence also CO2
emissions from vehicles. The Fridays
for Future movement is making the
headlines and putting massive pressure on politics, business, and society.
The wind of change is not just blowing,
it is raging in all areas of daily life. So,
in this issue of Heartbeat, we will not
only deal with the usual topics such
as cutting consumption and emissions and our contribution. This time,
for example, it is also about a power
plant that is highly efficient and clean
thanks to our piston technology. It’s
about hydrogen powertrains, bicycles,
e-mobility, drones and (in fact) bees.
Read on to find out how all this is
interrelated.

Large-bore pistons from
Rheinmetall Automotive also
ensure highly efficient production
in gas-fired power plants.
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// VIKING-STYLE

RALLY
Spectacular stunts at the Icelandic Formula Offroad

The Icelanders are reputed to be a rugged race – after all, they are
descended from the Vikings. The Icelandic Formula Offroad is as harsh
as you might expect. The supreme discipline of what is claimed to be
“the most extreme motor sport in the world”: a ride over water.
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No ramp or hill is too steep, no ditch too
deep and no mogul track too bumpy for the
courageous Norsemen at the wheels of the 4x4
offroad vehicles. A lot of sensitivity is required in
order to push the accelerator pedal at the perfect
moment on the slippery and unpredictable
surface, to carry the necessary momentum with
you and to overcome the obstacles on the course.
Then there are points scored – a maximum of 350
per track. And, of course, the whole thing has to
be completed in the quickest possible time. But
it’s all about finding the right balance, because
anyone who ventures too far and touches or
crosses a mark, for example, will be severely
penalized. Those who do everything right will
reward themselves and the onlookers with incredible stunts and the ultimate adrenaline kick.
Aquaplaning desired!
One of the trickiest obstacles for these hardy
Scandinavians is the ride over water. And by
that we don’t mean wet pistes, but actual small
bodies of water. The very thing that all drivers
fear in heavy rain is the key to success here:
aquaplaning. The skill is to accelerate the buggy
so sharply that the thick tires generate enough
buoyancy to keep the vehicle on the surface. That

sounds simple, but in practice it’s anything but
easy – because without any grip, the small racers
can hardly be controlled. Some courageous pilots
come to the shore soaking wet while their vehicle
sinks into the – fortunately very shallow – waters.
Sophisticated safety concept
The drivers like to test the limits of gravity. Sometimes that works well, sometimes it doesn’t. And
then the tiny buggies may come rolling down the
slope as helpless beetles. But as spectacular as
the Formula Offroad is – so far, there have been
very few serious accidents. A rollover cage, an
integral helment, five-point belts, a homologated
bucket seat, flame-retardent clothings, special
arm guards and other safety measures provide optimal protection for the drivers. Formula
Offroad is proud that in over 50 years there has
not been a single serious injury due to a lack of
safety measures on the car.

Don’t you dare slow
down! Speed is essential
to prevent the buggy
from sinking during controlled aquaplaning on
the lake.

Above: Special paddle
tires offer the best grip
in mud, gravel and sand
– and on the water!
Left: The steep ramps
demand a lot of feeling
in the foot.
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For a good cause
As crazy as the Icelandic Formula Offroad may
seem today – its origins served a quite sensible
purpose. In the 1950s and 1960s, the Icelandic
rescue services used offroad vehicles to demonstrate their driving skills to the local population
in order to raise donations. This was very well
received by the Icelanders. The show quickly
developed into a kind of rally competition with
different teams and popularity continued to grow.
A set of rules followed and the first championship

series was held in 1979. Today, Formula Offroad
is popular all over Scandinavia, and in 2016 the
series even expanded into the USA.
By the way: It’s not just the drivers who need
courage at the Icelandic Formula Offroad – the
spectators do too. When the special tires of the
4x4 buggies dig themselves deep into the dirt at
high speed, the fans may find mud and soil whipping around their ears. But of course a real Viking
would not be deterred by any such thing. 

More pictures can be found
at www.heartbeat-online.de/en/
wild-world
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HIGHLIGHTS

BESTSELLER
FROM HARTHA
Pierburg has produced
its one millionth electric
vacuum pump in Hartha.
The in-house development
has been manufactured
locally since its market
launch in 2017 and has
been one of the site’s successful products ever since.
Electric vacuum pumps are
particularly compact and
powerful and are used in
hybrids and electric vehicles
as well as in vehicles with
conventional drivelines.

// CHINESE

AWARD
FOR PIERBURG
Pierburg China Co., Ltd. has received the High Unit Productivity Enterprise award from the Kunshan municipal
government. In 2018, the city of Kunshan launched a
three-year project to promote innovation and high quality economic development. The winners were selected
from per capita revenue based on taxation, sales,
labor productivity, R&D expenditure relative to sales,
efficient energy consumption and improved levels of
pollution control in key areas. The Kunshan government
is furthering the efficient use of industrial resources for
both parts production and innovation processes.

MAJOR CONTRACT FOR
COOLANT VALVES
Pierburg GmbH has developed
an innovative 2/2-way coolant
valve for which it has now
received its first major order
on the European market from a
German premium manufacturer. The special feature of these
new coolant valves is that they
can be used in vehicles with
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conventional combustion engines as well as in all-electrics.
The valves developed and
produced at the Neuss site,
will go into series production
in the customers’ vehicles from
2021. The total order volume is
around 50 million euros.

PEOPLE
RHEINMETALL STRENGTHENS
EXPERTISE IN LIGHTWEIGHT
ENGINEERING

CEO HORST BINNIG CLOSES HIS
CAREER AT RHEINMETALL

Rheinmetall Automotive is systematically
expanding its longstanding expertise in lightweight automotive engineering. Through
its subsidiary KS Kolbenschmidt GmbH, the
Neckarsulm-based company has now acquired
a 24.9-percent stake in Carbon Truck & Trailer
GmbH, Stade, Germany. Carbon Truck & Trailer
(CarbonTT) is a start-up company founded in
2013 with currently 12 employees, until now
family-owned. The company, which is located
in the CFK Valley Stade, develops and produces
innovative load-bearing structural components
made from carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP)
for light commercial vehicles. CFRP is up to
70 percent lighter than steel and 30 percent
lighter than aluminum, which provides significant advantages in terms of fuel consumption,
a higher payload, and/or extended range on
battery vehicles.

24.9 %
ACQU I R E D

For more information go to www.carbontt.com

After 20 successful years in the Automotive sector
and on the Rheinmetall Group’s Executive Board,
Horst Binnig (60) has asked the company’s Supervisory Board to be released for personal reasons
from his duties as Chairman of the Executive Board
of Rheinmetall Automotive AG and as a member of
the Executive Board of the Group holding company
Rheinmetall AG. Following the implementation of a
succession plan with a smooth transition of leadership duties, he will relinquish his responsibilities
within the Group by the end of 2019 and retire.
After working for KACO Group and Hengstler GmbH,
Binnig joined the Automotive sector of Rheinmetall
Group in 1999, where he was initially in charge
of Corporate Development and then headed the
Automotive subsidiary KS Aluminium-Technologie.
During this time, he was also instrumental in setting up the Group’s second major joint venture with
SAIC (Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation) in
China. In addition, he shaped and drove forward the
vigorous expansion of Rheinmetall Automotive’s
activities there as part of its internationalization
strategy. Horst Binnig has been a member of
the Executive Board of Rheinmetall Automotive
AG since 2012 and took over as Chairman at the
beginning of 2014. He was also appointed to the
Executive Board of Rheinmetall AG in 2014.
Ulrich Grillo, Chairman of the Supervisory Board
of Rheinmetall AG and Armin Papperger, Chairman of Rheinmetall Automotive AG’s Supervisory
Board, pay tribute to Horst Binnig’s entrepreneurial
achievements: “Even though there is still some
time left before his departure, we would like to
thank Horst Binnig today. Not only has he played
a decisive role in the extremely positive development of Rheinmetall Automotive’s business over
recent years, as a member of the Group’s Executive
Board, he also delivered important impetus for the
development of the Rheinmetall Group as a whole.
All the more do we therefore regret his decision as
much as we respect it.“
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// FULL THROTTLE

INTO THE ENERGY
TRANSITION
Pistons for eco-friendly gas-engine power plants booming
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Combustion engines powered by natural gas will play a decisive role
in the climate-friendly energy mix of the future. They are the heart of
power plants that are operated in a cogeneration system. Rheinmetall
Automotive is supplying the pistons of the large engines for the most
modern of these, the German K.I.E.L. coastal power plant.

When Wolfgang Hartmann is asked about his
contribution to combating carbon dioxide emissions, he
points to a huge engine piston that is packed and ready
for delivery at the outgoing goods department of the
Neckarsulm plant. Lifting it would hardly be possible
even with both hands, because the component weighs
around 87 kilograms and measures 31 centimeters in
diameter. By comparison, a piston for passenger car
engines weighs just 200 grams. “This is a steel piston
for large natural gas engines running in cogeneration
power plants,” explains Hartmann, Head of Large Bore
Pistons at Rheinmetall Automotive.

At first glance, his response to the question may seem
surprising, but it does make sense. In the current
debate about green electricity from renewable sources such as wind, solar and hydro power, it is often
forgotten that the environment-friendly generation of
heat energy for heating systems and hot water supply
also offers plenty of climate protection potential. In
addition, the supply of electrical energy must also be
ensured in times when alternative sources barely provide any electricity, for example when there is no wind
on a cloudy winter’s day.
This makes modern gas-engine power plants, which
are operated in combined heat and power generation,
an essential part of the energy transition. The trick:
the energy released by the combustion engines during
operation is used twice. On the one hand, the crankshaft of the engines drives a generator that supplies
electricity; on the other hand, the combustion heat is
used to heat a water reservoir, which is then used to
supply hot water and to heat buildings in the district
heating network.

CO2 EMISSIONS FROM
FOSSIL ENERGY SOURCES
in kg CO2 per kWh – fuel usage (Hi)

0.40
0.373
0.341

0.30

UNIQUE EFFICIENCY AND
ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY

0.281
0.20

0.201

0.10

0
natural
gas

Fuel oil
(heavy)

Hard
coal

Brown
coal
Source: UBA/DEHST
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World’s most modern plant in Kiel
One of the world’s most modern power plants of this
type is the coastal power plant K.I.E.L. (Kiels Intelligente Energie Lösung = Kiel’s Intelligent Energy Solution).
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The overall system consists of 20 gas engines in four
blocks, an electrode boiler and a heat accumulator. The
engines of the modular system can be run up to a rated
output of 190 megawatts in less than five minutes. At
the same time, a heat output of 192 megawatts is generated during operation – enough to supply the 70,000
customers of Kiel’s municipal utility with environment-friendly electricity and heat energy via the district
heating network. Compared to the previous coal-fired

400
PISTON S
S UPPLI E D

156,000
M ETR IC TON S LE SS
CO 2 PE R YE AR

engines, in which the air-fuel mixture ignites automatically due to the pressure in the combustion
chamber, gas engines generally operate according to
the spark-ignition principle – they require an external
ignition source such as a spark plug to initiate combustion in the cylinder. During engine operation, the
combustion and ignition parameters are set in such a
way that maximum efficiency and thus energy exploita-

The piston crowns
were designed for gas
operation and the
specific motor.

THE EFFICIENCY OF THE SYSTEM IS
90 PERCENT – HALF OF IT ELECTRICAL, THE OTHER HALF THERMAL
power plant, nitrogen oxide emissions from the K.I.E.L.
plant are reduced by up to 70 percent, and no sulfur is
released during the combustion of natural gas.
The units used are 20-cylinder Jenbacher J920 FleXtra engines, each 8.4 meters long, 3.2 meters wide,
3.5 meters high and weighing 91 metric tons. In
addition, there is a turbocharger module and generator and hence one complete unit is 16.8 meters long
and weighs 176 metric tons. Rheinmetall Automotive
is equipping the engines with pistons and a matching
set of rings. Like the overall system, they are designed
for particularly high efficiency. The extremely good
energy conversion of the engines during combustion
creates the basis for the plant’s high overall efficiency of 90 percent, half of which is thermal and half
electrical. Compared with the separate generation
of heat by gas boiler and electricity in the current EU
mix, up to 7,800 metric tons of carbon dioxide can be
saved annually per engine-generator unit, which, when
extrapolated to the 20 units of the K.I.E.L., add up to
156,000 metric tons less carbon dioxide.
High pressures open up efficiency advantages
One component of the high efficiency of the engines
used in Kiel is their combustion control. Unlike diesel

tion of the fuel are achieved. This, however, increases
the risk of knocking during combustion. Experts define
knocking as uncontrolled combustion, resulting in pressure peaks that can damage engine components such
as bearings, valves, cylinder heads and pistons. “The
secret is to operate the engine as close as possible to
the knocking threshold, but not to exceed it. To do this,
combustion is set so that knocking occurs briefly, then
the parameters are quickly readjusted,” says Hartmann.
Pressure peaks can still occur, but they are much less
harmful than with permanent knocking combustion and
do not lead to any component damage if they are taken
into account in the design of the engine components.
For efficiency reasons, in the case of the power plant
engines there is an additional engineering consideration, they are designed for particularly high ignition
pressures of up to 250 bar, and the pressure spraying
that can occur briefly during head control of the engine
is correspondingly pronounced. “The ignition pressure level presented piston developers with a design
challenge. After a detailed potential assessment, we
decided on a two-part piston made of forged steel. The
lower and upper halves of the component are bolted
together,” says Hartmann, explaining the design of the
piston.
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“TREND TOWARDS GAS
ENGINES NOT LIMITED TO
ENERGY SECTOR”
Interview with Wolfgang Hartmann

// Large-bore pistons from Rheinmetall Automotive, what sizes and
weights are we talking about?
The smallest piston we supply has
a diameter of 145 millimeters and
weighs around 5 kilograms, the largest
measures 640 millimeters and weighs
500 kg, or half a metric ton.
// In what areas are the engines used?
The applications are many and varied:
among other things, in power generation plants. Another application
is in shipbuilding. Here, the engines
are used on the one hand as the main
propulsion unit and, on the other, as
an auxiliary unit for power generation.
On oil platforms, they are used for
on-site energy supply. They also power
large mining vehicles, excavators, and
locomotives.
// Apart from their size, how do
pistons for large engines differ from
those for passenger cars?
The functional requirements on pistons
for large engines are significantly
higher, both in terms of running time
and fuel compatibility. In the passenger car engine segment, the specifications for service life are around
200,000 kilometers or 2,000 to 3,000
operating hours. In the case of steel
diesel pistons for commercial vehicles,
the demands are in the direction of
800,000 to one million kilometers or
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Wolfgang Hartmann,
Head of Large Bore
Pistons at Rheinmetall
Automotive

10,000 hours. Pistons for large engines
must be designed for a service life of
between 60,000 and 90,000 hours or
ten years. This is a big difference that
requires considerable design engineering effort. The other point is the fuel
properties. In passenger cars, fuel properties are clearly defined by the standards for gasoline, premium and diesel.
This is different for large engines: there
is virtually no fuel that is not used in
large engines. Accordingly, the pistons
must also be able to tolerate all fuels,
from gas to heavy fuel oil.
// Is there a technology transfer from
large to vehicle engine pistons?
Especially in the development of steel
pistons, in which the large engine sector was a pioneer, there is a technology
transfer. This applies, for example, to
the machining of pistons in production.
// How does the growing demand for
gas engines manifest itself in your
company?
The trend towards gas engines is not
limited to the energy sector. There are
also more and more projects of this
kind in the marine sector, for example

in the construction of new cruise liners.
I think that gas engines will establish
themselves there in the coming years.
In some cases, locomotives are already
being equipped with gas engines. We
are noticing the greater interest in gas
engines, among other things, in a rising
demand for corresponding pistons – in
percentage terms, their share of our
total production continues to increase.
// What has been the most spectacular
project to date for which Rheinmetall
Automotive has supplied large-bore
pistons?
Perhaps the most unusual and largest
project to date was a gas-engine power
plant in Jordan near the capital Amman.
With an output of 573 megawatts, it is
considered the world’s largest combustion-engine power plant. The overall
system consists of 38 engines, each
with 18 cylinders. The pistons in question have a diameter of 500 millimeters,
and we supplied a total of 684 of them.

87
K I LOG RAMS
IS A PISTON’S
WE IG HT

31

C E NTI M ETE RS
IS TH E DIAM ETE R

“In addition, the piston crown was adapted to gas
operation and the specific requirements of the engine,”
says Hartmann. The engine developers first calculated
its shape by means of a simulation and then tested the
piston on the test bench. This is because the optimum
crown design plays a decisive role in determining
whether combustion takes place homogeneously in
the combustion chamber. “It is absolutely essential to
avoid so-called hot spots, that is particularly hot areas
on the component walls where fuel ignites uncontrollably and causes knocking.
Abundant flexibility
A special feature of the plant in Kiel is its high degree
of flexibility, which allows the operating modes to be
adapted to the specific electricity and heat requirements. In wintry weather, for example, the power plant
delivers the required thermal energy and electricity to
customers in Kiel. Excess electrical energy for which
there is no local customer is sold on the electricity
market. If good wind conditions in winter generate a lot
of electricity from renewable sources, the capacities of

Idea ignites precedent
Other cities and municipalities have also recognized
that innovative gas-engine power plants offer an
environment-friendly and efficient alternative to traditional, frequently still coal-fired power plants. “We are
experiencing an ever-increasing demand for pistons for
power plant gas engines,” says Hartmann. For example,
a new gas engine power plant is currently being built
in Cologne. “Of course with pistons from Rheinmetall
Automotive,” he adds. 

It’s accurate to the
millimeter. Here
everything depends
on the highest
accuracy of fit of the
individual components.

FLEXIBLE OUTPUT

THE DESIGN OF THE PISTON
CROWNS HELPS TO AVOID HOT
SPOTS WHERE FUEL COULD IGNITE
UNCONTROLLABLY
K.I.E.L. can be reduced. Additional “green” electricity
from the grid then heats the water for district heating in
the electrode boiler. And in summer, when clouds and
calm winds threaten to cause short-term bottlenecks in
the supply of solar and wind energy, the K.I.E.L. intervenes at short notice, stabilizes the electricity grid and
stores excess energy in the heat storage tank.

The power plant engine by Innio Jenbacher
is committed to longevity, simple installation and maintenance. It consists of standardized modules: Generator, engine and
turbocharger. The engine concept ensures
short downtimes; the complete engine
unit can be exchanged as a module. The
ease of maintenance is also apparent in
the segmented camshaft. Each engine can
provide 10.4 megawatts electrical power in
less than 5 minutes when required. Stateof-the-art model-based control technology
ensures low emissions when starting the
engine. Together with the integrated exhaust gas aftertreatment systems, it also
minimizes nitrogen oxide emissions.
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SUPPLY CHAINS
When profitability and CSR work in tandem
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As a globally operating company, Rheinmetall
Automotive proactively fulfills its responsibility for
regular and sustainable raw materials extraction and
production processes. This ranges from certificates for
conflict-free minerals and environmental approvals to
short distances within the supply chain that are both
economically and ecologically viable – as shown by
the example of the Electrical Vapor Pump (EVAP).

With its rules for global
supply chains, the
automotive industry has
achieved a level of corporate
social responsibility that is
exemplary.

It’s actually quite simple: where
economy and ecology work in tandem, a
classic win-win situation arises. Until that
happens, however, those who are responsible must take many aspects into account
and be alert to potential improvements –
this applies in particular to such a complex
structure as the supply and production
chain of an international technology
company. An example of the successful
reconciliation of ecology, corporate social
responsibility (CSR) and economy in the
manufacturing of a product is the EVAP.
Marcus Gerlach, Chief Purchasing Officer
NPM of the Rheinmetall Group, comments:
“EVAP was developed in Europe and is now
being produced in the USA and China, each
with its own supply chain. This is economically efficient, reduces risks of all kinds
and generates a lower CO2 footprint than
long-haul shipments would”.
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Conflict-free minerals
An essential factor of rule-compliant production concerns the handling of possible
conflict minerals. These are mined especially in Central African conflict zones and
the proceeds from their sale used to fund
terrorist activities. To prevent precisely
this from happening, the US Dodd–Frank
Act of 2010 imposes documentation and
publication obligations on all companies
listed in the USA – and also on their German
suppliers – when using tantalum, tin, gold
and tungsten from the Democratic Republic
of Congo or its neighboring states. “In prac-

As Chief Purchasing Officer
NPM of the Rheinmetall
Group, Marcus Gerlach is
responsible for ensuring
that supply chains conform to regulations.

Companies listed on the
US stock exchange and
their suppliers must present a mineral reporting
with their annual financial
statements that goes back
to the smelting plant.

tice, this means that companies must present mineral reporting together with their
annual financial statements that tracks
back to the smelting plant,” says Marcus
Gerlach. “This reporting is available for all
Rheinmetall Automotive products and is
stored in the International Material Data
System (IMDS), the globally standardized
system for materials data in the automotive
industry.
Certified origin
In principle, every product sampled for
customers has an IMDS entry for its mate-

rial compounds. The binding information
for all substances comes from the suppliers and any subcontractors. Any conflict
minerals are then identified from this
information. Smelting plants are required
to record and disclose the source and use
of any processed materials. The organization Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI)
inspects the smelting plants and issues the
certificate for a Responsible Minerals Assurance Process (RMAP) upon verification. The
RMI is not allowed to certify in the event of
any violations of the law by the smelting
plants. “In contrast to minerals, the problem with plastics obtained from crude oil is
clearer. Global companies like BASF have
their own codes of conduct that meet the
requirements of responsible production,”
explains Marcus Gerlach.
CSR in the supply chain
The exampled EVAP consists of almost
20 essential parts. The five most important suppliers are responsible for

THE FIVE LARGEST
SUPPLIERS OF EVAP HAVE
ACHIEVED MORE THAN
80 % OF THE POSSIBLE RMI
ASSESSMENT POINTS
over 90 percent of the parts – measured
according to their value. Many EVAP
components such as housings, impellers
and rotors combine plastics and metal.
RMI certificates must be available for the
metallic elements of the components. The
suppliers have demonstrated their high
level of responsibility for ensuring good
production conditions in the supply chain
with a special questionnaire (Self-Assessment Questionnaire) on CSR and sustainability. Without exception, the five biggest
suppliers for EVAP achieved more than
80 percent of the possible score.
Code of Conduct is binding
The Rheinmetall Group has a Code of
Conduct and a Supplier Code of Conduct.
The latter is a binding part of all contracts
with suppliers. The Supplier Code of
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The semi-finished
product – here tin – is
waiting to be transported to the plants. It is
essential to keep the
supply chain as short as
possible.

EVAP – BETTER RETENTION
OF FUEL VAPOUR

Conduct includes requirements in the areas
of compliance, human rights and working
conditions, in particular the prohibition
of forced and child labor. In addition, all
suppliers must provide evidence of a
functioning environmental management
system in accordance with ISO 14001. “We

RHEINMETALL
AUTOMOTIVE HAS HAD
ONLY GOOD EXPERIENCES
WITH ITS APPROACH
TO ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AND CSR
are familiar with all our suppliers and their
production facilities from regular visits to
their sites,” says Marcus Gerlach. “During
these visits, the company’s 180 purchasers
worldwide pay particular attention to the
quality of the components, but are also

vigilant with regard to aspects such as
occupational safety, cleanliness and the
illegal employment of children.
System works
In recent years, Rheinmetall Automotive
has had only positive experiences with
its approach to environmental protection
and CSR, and has not experienced any
violations of the rules. Especially in China,
the environmental audit has become of
fundamental importance. “China wants
to be clean when it comes to compliance
and the environment, and the government
is imposing tough controls,” says Marcus
Gerlach. And in case there is any doubt, the
inspectors can shut down plants immediately. Thus, if ecological rules are violated,
there is a real economic risk that no one
can afford to take. “Thanks to its global
rules, the automotive industry has reached
a level that is exemplary and indicates to
other industries the path to take,” sums up
Marcus Gerlach. 

Strict legal limits are now in place not
only for emissions from the combustion engines of vehicles, but also for
the emission of their fuel vapors. The
vapors are collected in an activated carbon container that must be
flushed regularly. Pierburg GmbH has
developed an innovative, compact
pump for this application – the Electrical Vapor Pump (EVAP). It flushes
the carbon container even without
the previously necessary vacuum in
the intake pipe. The activated carbon
is used to collect fuel vapors and bind
them until they are burned in the
engine.
Because the tank’s capacity for
storing hydrocarbon compounds is
limited, fresh air must be injected
regularly. Today’s engine generations that do not have an adequate
vacuum supply, require a solution
that actively contributes to cleaning
the tank. The EVAP is a centrifugal
electric model of a gas pump that
performs this function. It is driven by
a single-phase motor that matches
the high throughput and low pressure
of the operation. A high torque ensures that the pump starts and reacts
quickly, while the centrifugal design
allows it to work even against the
closed valve with little energy input.
Weight and cost are low thanks to the
use of several plastic components.
The electric pump was the first of its
kind and went into series production
for a customer in 2018.
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Already beyond
the experimental
stage: Pierburg can
meanwhile supply
series-production
components for the
fuel cell.

// A DREAM

COME TRUE?
Fuel cells continue to attract the interest of automobile manufacturers

The challenges may consist in stuffing sufficient battery capacity
into small and large vehicles or in the recharging infrastructure for
electric vehicles, which is still too patchy. Following initial advances
by Asian manufacturers, European OEMs are also increasingly
researching and developing hydrogen-powered fuel cells.
20
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coupled with short refueling times. It is
thus ideal for larger cars, buses and commercial vehicles, making it the perfect
complement to all-electric vehicles.

They could dispense with timeconsuming recharging breaks on longdistance journeys and, if the required
hydrogen is produced regeneratively,
also deliver ecological benefits. The
energy generated by the chemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen in
the fuel cell is naturally just as suitable
as battery energy for powering traction
motors. Fuel cells facilitate the pleasure
derived from electromobility even over
longer distances interrupted then solely
by a few minutes of “refueling.” The only
leftover from this reaction is some water
vapor discharged from the exhaust, in
this case a simple plastic pipe.
Systems complementing each other
Basically, a fuel-cell vehicle is of course
also powered by electricity. The only

difference is that the required energy
is generated directly in the fuel cell.
Although current versions of fuel-cell
vehicles do require an additional battery,
this can be smaller than those conventionally installed in all-electric cars. After
starting, it is only needed for accelerating and for energy recovery when the
brakes are applied.
BEVs come with the disadvantage of
having a heavy and expensive battery
requiring comparatively long charging
times. They are therefore more suitable
as smaller vehicles covering shorter
distances. From today’s perspective, batteries are not a viable option, especially
for heavy long-haulage trucks. This is
precisely where the fuel cell comes into
its own: low weight and small footprint

Vast interest
A whole string of arguments that make
it clear why German manufacturers, first
and foremost Mercedes-Benz with its fuel
cell variant of the GLC, are now entering
this market more enthusiastically, in the
wake of carmakers from the Far East.
But there can be no electric and environmentally friendly motoring pleasure
without the necessary fuel. The hydrogen
filling station network is also becoming
increasingly tight, as the “H2.LIVE” app

CURRENTLY, BATTERIES ARE
NOT AN OPTION FOR HEAVY
LONG-DISTANCE TRUCKS –
THE FUEL CELL HAS ADVANTAGES HERE
impressively illustrates. And refueling
a vehicle with hydrogen is completed
almost exactly as quickly as with conventional fuel.
“We are seeing increasing interest on the
part of manufacturers,” says Dr. Michael
Becker, Head of Advanced Engineering at
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Inquired!
line. For 2030, conservative estimates assume that approximately
two million fuel-cell vehicles will
be produced worldwide. Lead
markets will be Asia and Europe.
We will see a big boost from the
Olympic Games in Tokyo in summer 2020 and in Beijing in winter
2022. The transport infrastructure
of these major events will be
largely based on hydrogen.
Dr. Michael Becker
Head of Advanced Engineering
at Pierburg

// Why is interest in the fuel cell
currently growing?
There are many and varied reasons
for this. The current development
focus is shifting toward larger
passenger cars and also includes
trucks and buses. This is certainly
due in no small part to the new
legislation for trucks in Europe.
Accordingly, CO2 emissions must
be lowered by 30 percent in 2030.
This cannot be achieved without
new technologies, and fuel cells
are in themselves predestined for
commercial vehicles. In addition,
there is local public transport.
Trains and buses with fuel cells are
already in use on various routes.
// Do you see any varying levels
of interest in fuel cells on the part
of manufacturers?
No, we receive inquiries from all
over the world and it can be said
that almost all manufacturers are
interested in the subject. This is
especially true of manufacturers of
heavier cars and SUVs, of commercial vehicles and buses, but also of
producers of stationary systems.
We are therefore in dialog with
many suppliers.
// How will fuel-cell sales develop in the near future?
Market experts are predicting that
we will see large annual gains
from the middle of the next decade
following the currently low base-
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// What advantages does the
fuel-cell offer over BEVs?
Apart from the short refueling
time, the fuel cell has further
advantages. It enables long
ranges, is significantly lighter
and occupies less space. And, in
winter, it works without limitations
even at sub-zero temperatures.
In a fuel-cell car, you can finally
switch on your air conditioning
and heating again without having
to panic about the range. The
fuel-cell vehicle is safely ahead of
BEVs in these respects.
// Where do you see still unresolved central issues in improving
the marketability of fuel cells?
From my point of view, three
things are necessary. Firstly, the
production of hydrogen must be
regenerative throughout in order
to achieve the desired ecological
effect. Hydrogen can and should
also serve as an energy accumulator if, for example, electricity
generated by wind turbines is
used, especially in times when
general consumption is so low that
they would otherwise be switched
off. Furthermore, work must be
done on the infrastructure of the
hydrogen filling stations, which
is in fact happening as part of
various publicly funded initiatives.
Finally, of course, there is also a
need for a reduction in costs in
order to make fuel-cell vehicles
more affordable for consumers.
With the corresponding economies
of scale, there will certainly be a
lot happening here in the future.

Pierburg. “This applies, on the one hand,
to larger passenger cars, and increasingly also to trucks and buses”. His company is now receiving inquiries from all
over the world, including for stationary
systems that use fuel cells in the form of
co-generation systems, for example for
heating and energy in buildings.

SINCE THE 1990s, PIERBURG
HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPONENTS FOR FUEL CELLS
There are sound reasons for these
inquiries. Pierburg has been involved in
the development of components for fuel
cells since the 1990s. Today, the company
offers a comprehensive portfolio, both
for the hydrogen (anode) and the oxygen
(cathode) elements of small energy
producers, and beyond that, for the
thermal management of this promising
technology.
Here, too, it has become clear in the
course of development work that the
experience in combustion technology and
the system-engineering understanding of
this longstanding development partner of
the global automobile manufacturers are
valuable factors in coping with new technological challenges. Such experience
derives in particular from expertise in air
management and pumps as well as actuators and valves. Some of these are very
sensitive skills that are essential during
the development of a fuel-cell driveline.
Within the fuel cell, the presence of
de-ionized water and hydrogen places
special demands on the materials used,
particularly with regard to resistance
and the hydrogen tightness of the
components. At Pierburg, a hydrogen
recirculation blower is currently one of
the focal points of development. Its task

Mercedes Benz,
too, offers a
fuel-cell vehicle.

The recirculation
blower is available
for both high- and
low-voltage applications.

is to return to the stack hydrogen not
consumed during the reaction process.
Pierburg offers its recirculation blowers
as low-voltage and high-voltage variants.

THE 12-VOLT VERSION OF
THE ELECTRIC COOLANT
PUMP IS ALREADY REPRESENTED IN A FUEL CELL
VEHICLE
They increase the efficiency of the fuel
cell and extend its service life.
In addition, the homogeneous distribution of the hydrogen in the cell improves
cold-start response.

But that’s not all. This automotive
supplier can also contribute its expertise
in the areas of coolant valves and pumps.
With electric pumps for the respective
cooling circuits, the company also has
high-voltage and low-voltage applications in its range. Incidentally, a 12-volt
version is already represented in the
fuel-cell vehicle of a German manufacturer.
The company was also recently commissioned by another vehicle producer
with a cathode flap for a first low-volume
series. This innovative generation of
electric flap systems, developed at the
Pierburg plant in Berlin, will be used to
control the fresh and exhaust air mass
flows as well as the ultra-tight shut-off of
the fuel cell stacks as from 2022. 

CATHODE
ATHODE VALVE FROM
PIERBURG
ERBURG
The electric cathode valve will
be used to control the fresh and
exhaust air mass flows as well as
for the extremely tight shut-off of
the fuel cell stacks. The materials
specially selected and combined
for this application guarantee the
necessary resistance to hydrogen
as well as high-purity water. The
valve contains an electric-motor drive with plenty of reserve
power and offers the necessary
operational reliability so that no
functional impairments can occur
even under frost conditions.
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RHEINMETALL GROUP

Noncooperative
drone

// FISHED FROM

THE SKY
Rheinmetall offers intelligent drone
defence for civilian airports

MULTI MISSION
RADAR
Airspace surveillance

Civil aviation has a surging problem: unlabeled drones
flying in an uncoordinated fashion. In 2018 alone, there
were 158 incidents caused by small unmanned aerial
vehicles alone in Germany – an alarming new record. For
this reason, airports are increasingly relying on drone
defenders. One of these comes from Rheinmetall.
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SKYMASTER C2
Integrated in the
UTM system

Cooperative
drone

RWM JAMMER
Directed multiband
jammer

VERIFIC ATION
SENSOR
TV / I R / LRF
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Air traffic controllers tend to respond sharply
whenever a drone appears near their airfield. At
Germany’s most important airport in Frankfurt am
Main, flight operations even had to be completely
suspended for almost one hour in May 2019 due to a
drone sighting. After all, even a small specimen can
cause an aircraft to crash, for example if it gets into
the engine.
In the case of Frankfurt, the effects on air traffic
remained modest, despite the economic damage,
also at the expense of passengers. But it does not
always turn out so smoothly: One incident at Europe’s seventh largest airport, London Gatwick, was
particularly serious in December 2018. Two drones
sighted over the tarmac paralyzed air traffic for
three days in succession, around 1,000 flights were
cancelled and 140,000 passengers grounded. The
financial damage is estimated at 50 million pounds.

Thus far unregulated
In Germany, anyone can purchase a drone without
taking a qualifying test. Their number is estimated
to be at least 500,000, perhaps more than a million.
More than three quarters of them are in private
hands. The powerful cameras of the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in particular are a reason for many
to buy, as they offer private individuals the opportunity to take spectacular aerial photographs. Some
of the drone pilots, however, are prepared to put
people at risk just to be able to upload a sensational
video on YouTube – for example of aircraft taking off
and landing. Although there are clearly defined legal
regulations for droning, such as restricted zones
around sensitive areas as airports, the authorities
lack the means to enforce these bans. And careless
and reckless hobby pilots are not the only danger.
Criminals and terrorists can also use drones specifically for punishable offences: from the smuggling of
drugs and weapons over prison walls to attacks on
different targets, many scenarios are conceivable.
Magic words: sensor fusion
As Head of Strategy at Rheinmetall Air Defence,
Matthias Diem is concerned with effective methods
of defence against these “non-cooperative drones.”
The first step is detection. “With our expertise in
military air defence, drone detection is basically not
a major challenge,” Diem says. Rheinmetall offers
a wide range of highly effective systems that can
swiftly detect even small UAVs: from multi-mission
short-range radar to the MSP600 multi-sensor platform and the FIRST infrared sensor. Rheinmetall’s
high-resolution sensors will even detect whether a
drone is carrying cargo or is armed.

In February 2019,
extensive tests of the
Rheinmetall system
were conducted at
Manching Air Base.

THERE ARE AT LEAST 500,000
DRONES IN GERMANY, MAYBE
A MILLION. AN ESTIMATED
75 PERCENT OF THESE ARE
PRIVATELY OWNED

Here all the data
comes together:
the Skymaster C2
system.
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All the sensor data then converges in the
Rheinmetall Skymaster C2 (Command & Control)
system – the Rheinmetall experts refer to this as
sensor fusion: “We have to compare the situational map we receive from our sensors with the data
from German Air Traffic Control (DFS) and determine
which object located in the airspace has no business
being there,” explains Diem. The Skymaster system is ideally suited for this purpose: it is directly
connected to the UTM system (Unmanned Aircraft
Traffic Management) of DFS and can create a com-

prehensive and complete situational map from the
collected data. This enables the controller to quickly
decide whether there is a threat or not.
Sensitive and effective
If the controller comes to this conclusion, the
non-cooperative drone must be neutralized as
quickly as possible. In principle, there are a whole
range of effective agents available for this purpose
– one also speaks of effectors. “The protection of
civilian airports is the ultimate discipline, and here

THE PROTECTION OF CIVILIAN
AIRPORTS IS THE ULTIMATE
DISCIPLINE. HERE WE OPERATE
IN A HIGHLY COMPLEX AND VERY
SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENT
we operate in a highly complex and very sensitive
environment,” says Diem. It’s not just the effectors that must not pose any danger to people; the
non-cooperative drone must also be landed or, if
necessary, crashed in as controlled a manner as
possible. Firearms or lasers are practically out of the
question due to the environment in which they are
used.
Rheinmetall is currently relying mainly on two
effectors in this area, which guarantee rapid neutralization and maximum safety for people and security
for property. On the one hand, this is a so-called
jammer. It uses an interference signal to block the
radio link between the pilot and the drone. Depending on the drone model and its software, it either
hovers, lands or crashes. There is also the possibility
that the drone automatically returns to its starting
point. The jammer is integrated into the Skymaster
C2 system and has a range of around 2.5 kilometers,
depending on the position of the remote control. But
it also has its limits, as Diem explains: “The frequencies on which we can operate are heavily regulated
by the authorities, because of course the jammer
must not interfere with other radio signals at the
airport. That limits our possibilities.”
Hunting
Therefore, it is important to add at least one
more effector to the jammer. In the case of the
Rheinmetall solution, this is a hunting drone
that literally grabs the target out of the sky. The
hunter drone sits over the non-cooperative drone
and launches a stable net over it at just the right
moment. This brings its rotors to a standstill and the

Got him! The net
catches the noncooperative drone,
thus rendering it
harmless.

drone gets trapped in the net. “In this way, we can
bring about a timely intervention and remove the
drone from the danger zone,” explains Diem. The
hunting drone is up and running quickly: “Once the
incident arises, it only takes ten to 15 minutes for us
to neutralize the ‘intruder,” explains Diem. A human
pilot is nowadays sitting at the controls of the combat drone, but Diem outlines that this will not always
remain the case: “We are working intensively on a
fully automatic solution likely to materialize in one
to two years. The combat drone has already demonstrated its skills in successful tests at the Manching
Air Base under the auspices of the Bundeswehr and
German Air Traffic Control.
After interception, the Skymaster system also provides all the necessary data to assess whether the
drone has been successfully stopped and the threat
averted. This enables the air traffic controller to
decide on the basis of reliable information whether
flight operations can be resumed or not. 

More information can be found at
tiny.cc/dronedefence
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MOTORSHOW NEWS

VALVES FOR
EVAP SYSTEMS
START-STOP TEST
(component wear)

wear

standard

permissible wear

KS R535 L1
number of start-stop cycles

MAINTENANCE-FREE
PLAIN BEARING KS P180
Specifically for silent operation to ensure a comfortable
ride, KS Gleitlager GmbH is now offering the new maintenance-free KS P180 plain bearing containing the KS 535 L1
material. By reducing stick-slip effects, it lowers noise and
features enhanced edge load-bearing capacity. KS P180 offers
extended longevity for a low coefficient of friction. It is ideal
for shock absorber functions so essential to drive comfort.

Potential over- or underpressure in the externally sealed
fuel tank systems of hybrid
vehicles must be compensated in certain situations.
For this purpose, Pierburg
has developed the Fuel Tank
Isolation Valve (FTIV) and the
Fuel Vapor Valve (FVV), both
based on a modular system.
The FTIV is normally placed
between the fuel tank and the
activated carbon filter and
controls the volume flow to
the filter. It meets the highest
anti-leakage and flow-rate
requirements with its compact design and low weight.
When activated, the normally
open FVV valve seals off the
path of fuel vapors in the
EVAP system, for example,
during an OBDII test.

FRICTION-REDUCED PASSENGER CAR PISTON SYSTEM
KS Kolbenschmidt has developed its LiteKS
concept for particularly low-friction piston
systems for gasoline engines. At the IAA
2019, the supplier is presenting its fifth product generation. It further reduces friction
within the piston assembly and meets the
highest demands in terms of fuel consumption, emissions, noise and service life.
Through the effect of piston skirt stiffness
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and the optimized piston profile, the concept
achieves an improved interaction between
piston skirt and cylinder liner surface which
results in a significant reduction in friction
without compromising noise level or lifetime
mileage. The result is a fuel saving of around
one percent in the WLTP cycle compared to
the series reference.

12
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AT 700 M BAR
ELECTRIC OIL PUMPS

Electric oil pumps from Pierburg are increasingly being used to
cool electric drivelines. There are essentially three main types
in the small to medium power range: the pump (type 1) that can
be mounted outside the oil sump, which contains a 3-phase EC
motor and is usually equipped with a gerotor, the pump (type
2) that can be mounted in the oil sump, also with a 3-phase EC
motor, which is located below the oil level, and the radial pump
(type 3), which is driven by a single-phase EC motor and mounted
on the outside of the transmission housing. Pierburg’s solutions
are remarkable thanks to the electronics’ high durability at
extreme ambient temperatures and strong vibrations. Further
advantages are advanced communication and diagnostic
functions as well as low noise emissions.

AIR-CONDITIONING
COMPONENTS FOR
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
The electric air-conditioning compressor (eCC) developed by Pierburg for
use in electric vehicles is compact
and serves the voltage levels HV2 and
HV3. The components – mechanical
compressor unit, electric motor and
power electronics – are modularly
integrated, with Pierburg attaching
great importance to low weight and
high efficiency. In addition to air-conditioning operation, the design also
allows the unit to be used in heat-

pump operation at low temperatures.
In addition, Pierburg is presenting
an electronically controlled expansion valve for the refrigerant circuit.
Thanks to its compact design, it can
be completely integrated into the
heat exchanger, and the refrigerant
flow can be regulated by means of an
electric actuator.

ALL-ALUMINUM
CRANKCASE
KS HUAYU AluTech GmbH is
producing its first all-aluminum
four-cylinder diesel engine for
a car diesel engine series from
a major German automobile
manufacturer. For the engines
developed with a displacement
of two liters, on the lower-performance models high pressure
die-cast housings are used. The
manufacturing process for a
second, more powerful, unit is
low-pressure die-casting. This
uses inorganically produced
cores and a special cooling
technique in order to meet the
complex geometry of the component on the one hand and the
high mechanical requirements
and operating specifications on
the other. On both models, the
cylinders feature a special lining,
applied by the OEM to deliver
significant advantages in terms
of friction.
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// MAKING A BEELINE

FOR UNTERLÜSS
Heather honey is a delicacy much in demand

50
SQUARE KILOMETERS
IS THE AREA IN THE
LÜNEBURG HEATH

1,183
BUTTERFLY SPECIES
ON THE SITE

116
BIRD SPECIES
BREEDING ON THE
RHEINMETALL SITE
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FOJANA, the German acronym for “forestry”, “hunting” and
“nature conservation,” is part of the program at the Rheinmetall test
site in Unterlüss. The aim here is to sustainably manage the areas
of heath and forest. This not only facilitates an otherwise rarely
encountered diversity of flora and fauna, but also means that, every
year in August, around thirty beekeepers with around 400 hives
are allowed to “invade” the site when the heather is flowering.

„We want to preserve the heath.“
Rüdiger Quast

Rüdiger Quast does a
lot to preserve the landscape of the heath.

Untouched nature
as far as the eye can
see – the ideal environment for the little
beneficial insects.

Almost out of tradition, a staunch
throng of beekeepers now comes to the
area every late summer to harvest the
much-prized, slightly creamy and highly
aromatic heather honey. They are given
passes for this, as the site is otherwise
closed to the public. “The heath is a
man-made cultural landscape,” explains
FOJANA boss Rüdiger Quast, who, aided
by his colleague Hermann Mielich and
five foresters, manages the approximately
50 square kilometres of land in the Lüneburg Heath and supervises it as a game
warden. “Although it is an example of how
nature has evolved in northern Germany
since the Ice Age, without human intervention bushes and trees would become
established within a few years and the
area would become wooded.
To prevent this, since trees would hamper military training, parts of the area
are routinely burned to stop tree species
from growing. This is the only way that
the heath can regenerate and develop
undisturbed. In the following year, it
flowers again in its familiar color. As
additional helpers, only a race of moorland sheep (the “Heidschnucke”) is used
to keep young tree shoots short. Along
with widespread tree-felling in the 19th
century – wood was very much in demand
as a building material and heating fuel
– large-scale sheep farming contributed
considerably at the time to the historical
preservation of the areas of heathland.
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2.5– 3.0
GRAMS OF HONEY IS
PRODUCED BY A BEE
IN ITS LIFETIME

60,000
BEES MAKE UP A
COLONY

35–40
0
DAYS IS THE APPROXIMATE LIFESPAN OF
THE SUMMER BEE; THE
WINTER BEE C AN LIVE
UP TO NINE MONTHS

Klaus Ahrens shows
the queen of one of his
colonies (surrounded
by other bees).

Smoke means danger!
The bees prepare themselves for the escape
from the supposed fire
and are distracted from
the beekeeper.

The containment of the advancing birch
and pine forests directly benefits insects
and ultimately attracts the beekeepers
from the surrounding villages whose bees
produce the valuable heather honey.
The bee whisperer
“If we’re going to be stung, then by
horseflies. I’ve already had a word with
my bees,” quips experienced beekeeper
Klaus Ahrens, as he drives to no more than
2 meters from his hives. He also needs
this harmonious relationship, because this
third-generation beekeeper works without
any protective clothing and does without
gloves when handling the honeycomb
frames teeming with bees. But he proves
to be right, and after a few minutes even
the horseflies lose interest in the new
visitors to the heath.

The only item of equipment to keep the
bees at bay is the smoker. Containing
glowing wood shavings, it produces smoke
which the bees interpret as a fire alarm.
In this stressful situation, they focus their
attentions solely on their brood and food
reserves and not on the person currently

PESTS SUCH AS THE
VARROA MITE AND THE
SPREAD OF FARMING PUT
BEES IN DANGER
working at the hive. Of course, it is not
uncommon for Ahrens to get stung, but in
around 80 per cent of these cases, he sees
himself as the main culprit. However, after
more than 35 years as a beekeeper, he is
now immune to bee stings.
Ahrens is vice president of the German Association of Professional and Commercial
Beekeepers, comes from the neighboring
village of Müden and lives from beekeeping alone thanks to his approximately 400
colonies. Keeping bees for over a hundred
years, his family is now in its fourth generation, as his son is now joining the family
business, much to his father’s delight.
A line of animal husbandry that hasn’t
always had it easy. Firstly, pests such as
the Varroa mite and the widespread use of
pesticides have in some areas wiped out
50 percent of the world’s population over
the last few decades. In addition, beekeepers have had to retreat before the advance of farming, as arable crops, with the
exception of rape, are practically worthless
for bees. This makes it all the more important for Ahrens and his colleagues to have
the opportunity to bring their bee colonies
to such almost unspoiled spots as the
military training ground.
Ahrens waits eagerly for the flowering
of the heather, for he has run out of jars
of heather honey from the last harvests,
a fact that many of his customers take
almost personally. To harvest the heather
honey effectively, he has had to invest
heavily in special machines, because the
coveted honey is not as easy to process as
other traditional monofloral honeys. But
this is what gives it its special character
and unique flavour, and also what makes it
twice as expensive.
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„I think the bees
know more than
we do.“

Klaus Ahrens is a traditional beekeeper: his
family has been living
from and with the bees
for over 100 years.

Klaus Ahrens

A lot of work lies ahead
of the bees until a small
glass is filled with aromatic honey.

and a summer bee has a life span of only
six weeks. Depending on the time of year,
he therefore occasionally has to feed them
as well and has sometimes had to merge
six or seven dwindling colonies to create a
new one.

WHETHER A LARVA BECOMES A QUEEN OR A
WORKER IS DECIDED ONLY
BY THE FOOD AND CARE OF
THE WORKER BEES
His work as a beekeeper consists mainly
of assisting the bees in their work and
creating the necessary conditions for
successful honey production. Ahrens: “I
think the bees know more than we do.”
For this he relocates his hives two to three
times a year, sometimes to places in the
Altmark many kilometers away. With his
bees, Ahrens thus follows the flowering of
rape, acacia, lime, cornflower, sunflower,
buckwheat and heather, interspersed with
the collection period for forest honey.
Ahrens checks all his colonies weekly for
signs of swarming. In addition, he also has
to breed bees himself or even buy them in
to replenish his colonies, because only a
robust colony achieves the necessary yield

The queen bee lays a multitude of eggs
and, even in the event of the queen dying,
each of her eggs could become a new
queen. This is dictated solely by the food
that the larvae are given and the assistance provided by the worker bees in their
devoted service to the queen. The hierarchy and functional organization within the
hive are clearly and strictly defined. After
hibernation, the bees first leave the hive at
a temperature of 14 degrees Celsius, which
is usually in April. The bee season ends in
October.
Also very popular with consumers is
cut-comb honey, a honey with a high
proportion of heather nectar. Even for
Ahrens, it is an art to produce this honey,

which is cut into slices and served on the
bread rolls of breakfast buffets in quality
hotels. Ahrens achieves prices of 50 euros
per kilogram. To obtain cut-comb honey,
the beekeeper inserts an empty frame
into the hive. The bees then produce the
honeycombs themselves and also seal the
delicious honey under a layer of wax.
Changing the way we live
A colony produces around 150 kilograms
of honey and collects around 80 kilograms
of pollen in a single year. The colony needs
more than half of the honey and almost
all of the pollen for its own survival. This
shows how fragile the ecological balance
in the bee world is. But Ahrens can already
see changes in attitudes and awareness
in the population and in government. This
covers everything from home-built bee
hotels and the bee-friendly stacking of
deadwood to publicly funded schemes
and the offer of “bee electricity.” For this,
equivalent to a family’s average annual
power consumption, the electricity provider creates around 500 square meters of
bee areas. Ahrens: “We’ve got to learn to
change the way we live.” 

For more pictures, please go to tiny.cc/heathhoney
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// EXTENDED

E-POWERING
The Audi e-tron quattro is powered only by electricity

Power is transmitted to the front and rear axles by two-stage
planetary gear units via differentials. Two motors on the axles with
maximum outputs of 265 kW and 126 kW deliver a torque of 314 Nm
on the rear axle alone. What more could you ask for nowadays?

The Audi e-tron quattro
is Audi’s first large-scale
production vehicle with a
purely electric drive.
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Jörg Völler, Manager Application Engineering at KS HUAYU
AluTech in Neckarsulm,
checks the exposure of the
contact surfaces by the new
clean laser system.

But the weightiest feature first: Yes, it
tips the scales at a mere 2,565 kilograms
empty! But this is not entirely unusual for
an all-electric vehicle, especially when it
comes in this format and promises a range
of more than 400 kilometers. Even at a
maximum speed of 200 km/h at times. And,
moreover, it achieves half of this inside just
6.6 seconds.
With these specs, it becomes clear that the
Audi e-tron quattro has set itself the goal of
downscaling the well-known disadvantages
of battery-powered mobility – i.e. primarily
the limitation of range – to a minimum and
allowing its owners an electric vehicle compatible with everyday demands.
Double battery power
The 4.90 meter long SUV is bi-batteried,
with a main battery in the vehicle floor and
an extra one under the rear seat. The boxes
for the latter are manufactured in Neckarsulm by KS HUAYU AluTech GmbH where
development of the battery packs began
as early as December 2016. This was fresh
terrain also for KS HUAYU, but still one
in which the then classic caster of engine
blocks, cylinder heads and its first structural components was able to inject a full
range of competences.

THE BOXES HAVE A WALL
THICKNESS OF A MERE
2 MILLIMETERS
And this fitted the bill according to Jörg
Völler, Technical Customer Consultant
and Project Manager at KS HUAYU for the
development of the new battery boxes – the
latter had to be done in just 18 months:
“We cast parts here that are 1,350 millimeters long, 550 millimeters wide and 100
millimeters high, with extremely thin wall
thicknesses of only 2 millimeters. That was
also a great challenge for us.” It involved
a die-casting process that first has to be
mastered and requires many years of ex-

perience with aluminum. This is especially
important because one essential condition
has the highest priority for the battery
boxes: the castings must be absolutely
leak-proof. In addition, Völler explains,
“parts could get distorted in the manufacturing process due to the thin walls. For this
reason, all finish-cast battery boxes first
undergo a straightening process, during
which they are adjusted if necessary.
Only then do they receive a cathodic dip
coating from an outside contractor. On the
one hand, this protects against contact
corrosion. On the other hand, in the event
of any ignition, the coating material (as
used in defence technology) displaces the
oxygen within the battery.
Faraday cage principle
After this “excursion”, the boxes return to
KS HUAYU. But before they go to the customer, they have to pass through another
process. Völler explains why: “Together
with its cover, the battery box forms a kind
of Faraday cage. So the contact between
the cover and the box must be 100 percent
tight, which, in turn, would prevent dip
painting.”
For this reason, the trays are subjected to
a clean laser process in which the contact
surfaces to the later deep-drawn cover are
re-exposed, thus ensuring the conductive
connection between the two parts and external protection against the high voltages.

THE PRODUCTION REQUIRED
AN INVESTMENT OF
35 MILLION EUROS
But that’s not the end of the story, because
the production of the battery boxes
required an investment of 35 million euros
in a new shop and in modern machines
with a corresponding closing force, which
KS HUAYU put into operation last year. This
was mainly necessary due to additional
orders for components beyond the combustion engine and including mounts for shock
absorbers and suspension struts as well as
crossbeams from aluminum.
After completion, the battery boxes are
shipped to the Audi plant in Brussels,
where the battery cells are fitted and
the entire vehicle is assembled from the
C-BEV modular system. However, the Audi
developers in Neckarsulm were in charge
of developing the battery boxes for the
customer. Völler: “The short distances here
in Neckarsulm helped us a lot in the development work”.
Audi also gives a battery warranty of
100,000 kilometers or 8 years for its SUV,
which costs a good 80,000 euros, and thus
ensures many years of trouble-free e-motoring with the e-tron. 
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154
HOURS PER YEAR IS
THE LENGTH OF TIME
THAT MOTORISTS IN
BERLIN ARE STUCK IN
TRAFFIC

40 %
OF JOURNEYS
WITHIN CITIES ARE
SHORTER THAN
FIVE KILOMETERS

// CYCLING AGAINST THE

TRAFFIC GRIDLOCK
Cycle-friendly urban strategies on the advance worldwide

During rush hour, motorists are regularly stuck in traffic jams. The world’s
major urban centers suffer particularly from the daily breakdown of
traffic that takes its toll on time, money and sanity. But cycle-friendly
strategies for cities can help. More and more municipalities are investing
in infrastructure to make metropolitan areas a better place to live.
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In many of the world’s congested cities, commuters
are switching to bicycles.
For distances of only a few
kilometers, the bike almost
always has advantages
over the car.

Drivers in Germany spend 120 hours
a year in traffic jams. And that’s just the
average. According to the Global Traffic
Scorecard, which INRIX, the US provider
of traffic information, issues for more than
200 cities worldwide, drivers sacrifice
154 hours of their free time each year in
Berlin, Germany’s congestion capital. All
the same, they still score well by international standards. In the Colombian capital
Bogotá, for example, which comes top of
the list, commuters are stuck in traffic for
272 hours a year – more than eleven days
of their lives.
Rethinking urban planning
Tailbacks gobble up working hours while
damaging the environment and human
health. According to INRIX, the economic
bill in Germany alone comes to around

80 billion euros per year. In view of growing urbanization, action has to be taken,
for by 2050, more than 70 per cent of the
population is expected to live in cities.
The future of megacities depends not
least on sustainable urban and transport
planning.
Part of the solution for an integrated,
smooth-running transport system is,
alongside motor vehicles and local public
transport, the bicycle. It is ideal for city
mobility. Verkehrsclub Deutschland (VDC)
says that 40 per cent of car journeys in
cities cover five kilometers or less, and
10 percent not even two. Many motorists
could therefore easily switch from cars to
bikes for journeys within cities. This would
often propel them to their destinations
not only faster, but also quietly and sustainably – and would relieve the pressure
on growing conurbations in particular. But
this calls for a rethink on the part of city
planners.
Utrecht – a cyclists’ paradise
A fine example of this is Utrecht in the
Netherlands. The city with a population
of around 340,000 has been consistently
promoting emission-free transport for
several years now. Those responsible are
convinced that this is the only way to ensure that the fast-growing university city
in the heart of the Netherlands sustains
a high quality of life for its citizens. That
is why they are targeting investments on
developing Utrecht into a paradise for
cyclists. Here, too, cars dominated the
roads for a long time, with a multi-lane

The largest bicycle parking garage in the world
is located directly below
Utrecht Central Station.

THE MEDIEVAL TOWN
CENTER IS NOW ALMOST
CAR-FREE. CYCLING IS
FUN IN UTRECHT!
expressway passing through the city
center until just ten years ago. In the postwar period, city planners drained a canal
for this very purpose – just one of many
waterways that had to make way for the
growing flood of cars.
Today, water and greenery have returned,
and the medieval town center is almostcar-free. Cycling in Utrecht is fun and the
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60 %
OF PEOPLE COME TO
UTRECHT CIT Y BY
BICYCLE

125,000
CYCLISTS ARE ON THE
MOVE IN UTRECHT
EVERY DAY

350
KILOMETERS OF
CYCLE PATHS,
L ANES AND ROADS
ARE AVAIL ABLE IN
UTRECHT

It’s full on Utrecht’s bike
paths, but mostly it “rolls”.
Real traffic jams are rare.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT
MORE SPACE FOR IN
YOUR TOWN?
(MULTIPLE ANSWERS POSSIBLE,
SOURCE: ADFC 2017)

MEETING PEOPLE

50 %

Benches, squares, cafés

BICYCLE

42 %

Cycle paths, bicycle parking lots

PEDESTRIANS

27 %

Sidewalks, pedestrian zones

CAR

20 %

Car lanes, parking lots

COPENHAGENIZE INDEX
The Copenhagenize Index shows
how bicycle-friendly a big city
is. It is conducted by the Danish
Copenhagenize Design Company
and awards grades to cities with
more than 600,000 inhabitants
worldwide. The cities are ranked
every two years on the basis
of 13 criteria such as bicycle
infrastructure, political climate,
traffic calming or the number of
rental bikes.

fastest way to get from A to B on many
routes. There are currently more than
350 kilometers of cycle paths, lanes and
roads within the city’s boundaries, making
it easy for citizens and commuters to take
to the saddle rather than the car seat.
43 percent of all trips under 7.5 kilometers are cycled, as are 60 percent of all
trips in the center. In Berlin, on the other
hand, only 15 per cent of vehicles used are
bicycles.
The world’s largest multi-storey cycle park
With more than 125,000 cyclists on the
move in Utrecht every day, traffic on the
main trunk road sometimes comes to a
standstill. But cyclists, who often ride next
to each other in several lanes, generally
make good progress. So that they can
sweep through the city with a succession
of green lights, there are interactive information columns in front of many traffic
lights showing bikers whether they need
to speed up or slow down. For new residents, the city offers lessons from bicycle
teachers so that they can quickly find their
way around Utrecht. The tightly meshed
network of cycle paths and footpaths also
includes a bridge with a heated carriageway, enabling the Amsterdam-Rhine Canal
to be crossed without the risk of skidding,
even in ice and snow.
On the subject of security, Utrecht currently provides a total of 13 cycle parks under
surveillance, including the world’s largest
multi-storey for bikes. Directly below
the main railway station, it currently has

THE LARGEST BICYCLE PARKING GARAGE IN THE WORLD
IS IN UTRECHT: 12,600
BICYCLES CAN BE PARKED
HERE; 33,000 ARE PLANNED

More information can be found at
copenhagenizeindex.eu

12,600 parking spaces on three floors,
with 33,000 planned by 2020. Illuminated
displays show how to get to vacant parking slots, and the first 24 hours are free.
Sheer bliss for all those who have ever
hunted for their bike or a parking space
in the jumble of metal outside German
railway stations.

Cargo bikes for the final mile
No wonder Utrecht ranks third – behind
Copenhagen and Amsterdam – in the
Copenhagenize Index of the world’s
cycle-friendliest cities. The Danish capital
enjoys a global reputation as a bicycle
city, closely followed by its Dutch sister,
which has more bicycles than inhabitants.
Since 2013, all three municipalities have
held their own in changing positions at
the top of the biennial league table. The
only German city in the current top 20 is
Bremen. The Hanseatic city made it into

IN MANY PLACES, CARGOBIKES ARE ALSO PROMOTED.
EVEN SHARING OFFERS FOR
THE SPACIOUS VELOS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE
the Copenhagenize Index for the first time
in 2019 and ranks eleventh just ahead of
Bogotá. The Colombian gridlock capital
rocketed to twelfth place from a standing
start thanks to its commitment to cycle
routes and the regular car-free Sunday.
Urban planners and mobility experts
around the world are increasingly relying
on cycles to combat traffic jams, noise and
smog.
Cargo bikes are being promoted in many
towns so that companies and tradesmen
can also switch to bicycles on inner-city
tours – Germany also offers purchase incentives for cargo bikes with electric motors. There are now even sharing schemes
for these practical bicycles. Thanks to
different superstructures, they can replace
the car for many transportation tasks, e.g.
for the last mile in parcel delivery, courier
services and journeys by craftsmen. In
Copenhagen, a funeral director even
uses a cargo bike as a hearse. However,
better-developed and wider cycle paths
will be essential for the idea to work in the
long term. 
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// TEST DRIVE WITH

HELMUT FREIERMUTH
Head of Hardparts division

It’s no coincidence that the head of Rheinmetall Automotive’s
Hardparts division is taking a closer look at a classic small van in
downtown Hamburg. Helmut Freiermuth is testing a vehicle from
Carbon Truck & Trailer GmbH (CarbonTT), a start-up company
that has set itself the goal of industrializing the use of carbon
fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) and making small commercial
vehicles in particular lighter and more environment-friendly.

Water circulating pump
Electropneumatic
transducer

3/2-way EGR valve
Pistons

CFRP chassis
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The use of lightweight materials in the
body and chassis significantly increases
the possible payload of these last/first-mile
vehicles. CarbonTT, for example, achieves
a weight reduction of 120 kilograms simply
by using CFRP for the chassis of a Sprinter.
The company is based in the “CFK Valley”
close to Hamburg near Stade, a still young
commercial region with a large number of
CFRP pioneers.

back into the payload by customers, and
it also benefits the environment,” explains
Freiermuth as he sits behind the wheel of
the light commercial vehicle.

requires increased attention, because
especially the ubiquitous cyclists can barely
contain their urge to get to the office as
quickly as possible. The first goal of the
CarbonTT is the Binnenalster.

THE WEIGHT SAVING ALSO
BENEFITS THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE END

Freiermuth, who recently acquired a strategic stake in CarbonTT for the Hardparts
division, is test driving a standard Volkswagen T6 with a CarbonTT CFRP chassis
and a lightweight body as a test car. “This
weight saving of 40 percent can be put

Calmly, but also with the necessary respect
for the dimensions of a vehicle that one
doesn’t drive every day, he steers the van
through the narrow streets of Hamburg’s
early-morning bustling city center. This

Inspired by the material
A passion for plastics has inspired Freiermuth since his apprenticeship at BASF in
Ludwigshafen. This continued even after
he had studied electrical engineering, in
Kaiserslautern where he joined the business world at Dupont and later Dynamit
Nobel. In the meantime, he had served
eight years with the German Air Force in
reconnaissance radar. That’s also why he
chose his field of study and actually left the
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Fits the high-tech
material in the vehicle: the Elbphilharmonie with its ultramodern architecture.

“because no matter how future vehicles are
powered, they will always need a chassis
and we, ourselves, also benefit from the
general trend towards lightweight materials”.
Even if “plastics are his life,” Freiermuth is
aware that the development of new fields
of activity within the scope of Hardparts’
existing expertise was not only initiated in
recent months. He is all the more pleased
with the initial successes and the broad
approval that this strategy is also receiving
within the Rheinmetall Group: “We have
an excellent strategic team that has also
orchestrated and implemented this investment in CarbonTT and thus provided an
additional path toward new product fields
with great commitment.”

Bundeswehr only because he couldn’t be
guaranteed a degree there.
The next career step was at Metallgesellschaft, which was Kolbenschmidt’s
mother company for many years. In 2002,
he moved to Valeo, where, as BU Manager
for cable harnesses in Northern Europe,

FUN AT WORK IS HIS ELIXIR
OF LIFE – THE JOY OF
MOVING THINGS TO THE
POSITIVE
he was responsible, among other tasks,
for ensuring that the various production
sites were given the work they needed. In
2007, he assumed responsibility for the air
conditioning unit, initially at European level
and from 2010 with overall responsibility,
including for 25 locations worldwide.
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However, after many years of moving
around, the Freiermuth married couple
had already decided at the end of the
1990s to to make the joint home in Franconia the family center. Freiermuth has thus
maintained the commuter life until today.
He finds rest breaks and opportunities to
switch off in his very eventful and highly
active life while reading and doing the quite
strenuous chores in his large domestic
garden.
In December 2018 and after further positions, he joined Rheinmetall Automotive in
his current function.
Generating growth
For him, enjoying his job is an elixir and he
is happy to be able to make things happen
positively. In his new responsibility, he
therefore identifies the task of “looking
beyond the drivelines to generate growth
in our business.” In his opinion, CarbonTT
in particular is a good example of this,

Freiermuth is back at the helm and is now
steering the T6 towards the port and Elbphilharmonie. When you see the building
in reality for the first time, you first become
aware of the visual presence of this concert
hall, which has had a lasting and enriching
effect on the image of the Port of Hamburg
for several years.
From the conductor’s to the merchant’s
desk
His test drive takes Freiermuth further into
the old Speicherstadt with its impressive
warehouses and its own unique flair. In a
way, this thematic range is also symptomatic of the numerous stages in Freiermuth’s
professional life, during which he gained
experience in sales and production in addition to pure management functions.
Leaving the Speicherstadt, Freiermuth
calmly pilots the car back to its starting
point. His conclusion: “Personally, I didn’t
notice any difference to a small van from
the production series, and this also applies
to the torsional stiffness of the body and
comfort of the chassis. For me, this is a
successful deployment of forward-looking
materials, from which we also expect a positive development for our business in the
automotive industry and beyond.” 

Rainer Zellmer from Team
ME-Info Truck explains
the programming of a
CNC machine to students
from the Erft comprehensive school.

// INFORMATION

IS EVERYTHING

Info truck of the Metal & Electrical Industry visits the Niederrhein plant

At the trucks of the M&E industry association,
boys and girls can find out about possibilities and
potentials on offer and acquire hands-on experience
of the latest developments in the fields of electronics,
metal-cutting or instrumentation. The apprenticeship
training team at the Niederrhein plant was pleased to
welcome such an info truck.

Lydia Lacroix, intern at
Rheinmetall Automotive
corporate communication, also followed
the presentation with
interest.

The event gave 60 students from two comprehensive schools in Neuss the opportunity to find out
about the technical apprenticeships and dual-study
programs offered by Pierburg. First of all, the various
occupations were explained to the pupils in the
information truck. Then they had time to get to know
the different working processes. The event concluded

with an apprentice-guided tour of the plant through
manufacturing and the training workshop, during
which the occupations and techniques presented
were explained in more detail through practical
demonstration. “We would like to help young people
make the right start to their careers with such campaigns,” says Head Trainer Rolf Kemper, “but we also
have various other offers for young people. Beginning
with Girls’ Day, and including everything from exploring career fields and internships to training fairs”.
Another declared goal is to give young women in
particular an insight into MINT (Mathematics, Informatics, Natural Science, Technology) careers, thereby
reducing preconceptions and inhibitions and possibly
arousing interest in a later apprenticeship in this
direction. After all, Pierburg continuously employs
around 70 apprentices and dual-study students at the
two locations in Neuss alone.
Sebastian Lehmkühler, deputy headmaster of the
Erft comprehensive school, who accompanied the
group of students, also believes the concept will pay
off: “In my opinion, these info truck events contain
several positive components. They are hands-on, and
the pupils concern themselves with specific topics.
The approach also allows attractive and motivating
extracurricular learning venues and and the additional involvement of the Pierburg apprentices keeps the
inhibition threshold with respect to follow-up exploratory questions very low.” 
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// THE ROOTS OF

KOLBENSCHMIDT
The Headquarters of Rheinmetall Automotive in Neckarsulm
Where Sulm and Neckar converge is where we find
Neckarsulm. The city in the north of the German state of
Baden-Württemberg offers around 30,000 jobs and has
25,000 inhabitants – around 17,000 working at carmaker
Audi alone. This makes it the economically most important city in the Heilbronn district. Formerly primarily a
winegrowing region, industry developed at a rapid pace
from the late 19th century onwards. Motorenwerke NSU,
which was the world’s largest two-wheeler producer in
the mid-1950s and later turned out legendary vehicles
such as the Ro 80, is particularly well known today. The

roots of KS Kolbenschmidt GmbH also lie in Neckarsulm:
after Karl Schmidt had founded a company in 1910 to
manufacture oil-firing systems, he started a few years later
with the production of aluminum pistons for the growing
automotive industry. In 1997, KS Kolbenschmidt GmbH and
Pierburg GmbH from Neuss merged to form Kolbenschmidt
Pierburg (now Rheinmetall Automotive). In addition to the
holding company and Kolbenschmidt, KS HUAYU AluTech
GmbH also has its headquarters in Neckarsulm. Neuenstadt,
about 15 kilometers away, is home to MS Motorservice
International GmbH. 
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DEUTSCHES ZWEIRADUND NSU-MUSEUM

BUNDESGARTENSCHAU

CASTLE RUIN
WEIBERTREU

From Drais’s running machine to the first motorcycles
– the German Two-Wheeler
and NSU Museum shows a
cross-section of the entire
history of two-wheelers. With
400 exhibits, it is the largest
historical collection of its kind
in Germany. A modernized
reception area has recently
been opened to the public
– Rheinmetall Automotive
contributed financially to the
redesign.

“Blooming life” is the motto of
the Bundesgartenschau (Federal Garden Show) which is being
staged in the neighboring town
of Heilbronn from April 17 to
October 6, 2019. A source of inspiration is its flower variety. On
an area of around 40 hectares
between the Neckar-Altarm and
the Neckarkanal, the garden
exhibition will be accompanied
by a three-hectare city exhibition with 23 architecturally
innovative buildings.

Urbanstrasse 11,
74172 Neckarsulm

Kalistrasse 35,
74076 Heilbronn
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03
NECKARSULMER
BRAUHAUS
Kellerpils, Hefeweizen or Roter
Flitzer are the names of just
some of the beers from the
Neckarsulmer Brauhaus (brewery) assortment. The menu
also includes good home-style
cuisine and, as it says on the
menu, “Whatever the Swabian
likes” – from Swabian ravioli
or lentils and Swabian pasta to
goulash cooked in beer.
Felix-Wankel-Strasse 9,
74172 Neckarsulm

The castle ruin Weibertreu in
Weinsberg is known by the
name-giving “Treu-Weiber-Begebenheit” of December 21,
1140: After the surrender of the
besieged castle the women
were allowed – by the victors –
to save themselves and “what
they were able to carry on their
shoulders.” Without further
ado, they brought their men
down the mountain to save
them from execution.

Am Grasigen Hag,
74189 Weinsberg
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STETTENFELS CASTLE

06
MOTORMAN RUN

Stettenfels Castle, overlooking
the village of Untergruppenbach, dates from the 11th century. Today, concerts and
theater events take place here;
a beer garden in the castle
garden invites you to linger.
Once a year, jugglers, musicians
and craftsmen meet for the
medieval castle festival with
knight tournaments.
Stettenfels Castle 4,
74199 Untergruppenbach

The Motorman Run is an
extreme obstacle course in
Neuenstadt am Kocher. The
provider of the name and main
sponsor is MS Motorservice
International GmbH, based in
Neuenstadt, with its advertising logo, the “Motorman”. En
route, the participants have to
overcome 40 obstacles, such
as trudging through sludge and
mud or jumping over glowing
coals.

RHEINMETALL AUTOMOTIVE AG
Sales (2018): 2.9 billion EUR
(Group)
Headcount (2018): 12,855
(Group)
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www.rheinmetall-automotive.com

